Suppose that T is a strongly continuous (even at 0) one-parameter semigroup of bounded linear transformations on a real Banach space 5 and T has generator A.
Introduction and statement of theorems. Suppose that 5 is a real Banach space and T is a strongly continuous
(even at 0) oneparameter semigroup of bounded linear transformations from 5 to S.
If p is in S, then the function gp so that gP(x) = T(x)p for all xSO is called a trajectory of T and, if / is in 5*, a function h so that h(x) =f(gP(x)) for all x>0 will be referred to as a functional of a trajectory of T.
For comparison with the following theorem recall that if limx-o I T(x) -l\ =0, then the generator A of T is bounded and each functional of a trajectory of T is analytic [4, §9.4] .
Theorem A. If (1) lim sup | T(x) -/ | < 2, then A T(x) is bounded for all x > 0.
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// T satisfies (1) and T can be extended to a group of bounded linear transformations, then A is bounded.
As a consequence of the next theorem, one has that if T satisfies instead of (1) the weaker condition (2) lim sup | r(3~») -l\ <2
n-»°o and each of h and k is a functional of a trajectory of T, then h and k do not agree on an open subset of (0, °°) unless h = k. Moreover, if r is an analytic function on (0, oo) and h is a functional of a trajectory of T, then r and h do not agree on an open subset of (0, ») unless r = h.
Using the first example in §3 one can find a semigroup satisfying (2) so that some functional of one of its trajectories is not analytic.
Before the next theorem is stated some preliminary definitions are given. Denote by A= {89}"«,i a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0 and denote by K = {N(q)}"_! a sequence each term of which is an increasing It is known [4, §19.4] that there is a strongly continuous semigroup so that some functional of one of its trajectories is not identically zero on (0, oo) but is zero on some open subset of (0, oo). Such a function is not in any of the collections Q(A, K). An example is given in §3 which shows that for A and K properly chosen, Q(A, K) contains a nonanalytic member.
The problem of extending the present development to nonlinear semigroups is illustrated by an example.
Kato [2 ] has a theorem from which Theorem A follows as a very special case. Williams [9] arrived at the corollary to Theorem A before Theorem A was found. In about 1965 Kendall [3] 
By the comment following the statement of Beurling's theorem, there is a positive number M and a positive number 5 so that if hp,f is in G, then the restriction of hpj to [t -8, t + 8] has an analytic extension tip j to cl(Rs(t)) such that | tipj (z)\ ^M for all z in cl(i?s(i)).
Hence there is a number X so that | h'pj (x)\ ^K for all hvj in G and u, w) ^Dn(n; u, w) +Dk(n; u, w) and so lim sup Du(n;u,w)lln g max < lim sup Dh(n; u, w)lln, lim sup Dk(n; u, w)iln> < 3.
(.»->» (neiV(«)) »-»"> (»61V(!)) / So Theorem B is established. To get an analagous theorem replace the word "real" in each instance by "complex" in the introduction to and proof of Theorem B. 
